Bernard Mair convened the UCC at 1:31 in 226 Tigert Hall.

**Members Present:** Bernard Mair, Cory Armstrong, Kelli McCormack Brown, Tom Dana, Stephanie Hanson, Selman Hershfield, David Julian, Mirka Koro-Ljungberg, Mark Law, John Leavey, Jeffery Lepine, Albert Matheny, Wayne McCormack, David Pharies, Brian Ray, Jennifer Rea, Joseph Rosati, Mark Rush, Edward Schaefer, Elaine Turner

**Liaisons:** Robert Primosh, Steve Pritz, David Sammons

**Guests:** Jean Ballantyne, Roxanne Barnett, Daniel Brown, Dominique Desantiago, Joanne Foss, Ann Goodson, Gary McGill, Hyunjoo Oh

1. **Approval of minutes of December 21, 2010 meeting.**
   Minutes were approved as written.

2. **Update from Faculty Senate.**
   No updates were given as the Senate has not met since the last UCC meeting.

3. **Discussion of graduate course procedure. Dr Mair**
   The committee voted to allow all 6000 level and above courses that are not joint graduate/undergraduate course and are approved by the Graduate Curriculum Committee to move directly to SCNS without waiting to be reviewed by the UCC. The courses will still be listed on the UCC agenda as information only items.

4. **Proposed revision to the upper-division requirements for the Environmental Pre-Law specialization of the Forest Resources and Conservation major, effective Summer B 2011. Dr Turner**
   These changes were approved as requested.

5. **Proposed revision to the upper-division requirements for the Communication and Leadership Development specialization of the Agricultural Education and Communication major, effective Summer B 2011. Dr Turner**
   These changes were approved as requested.

6. **Proposed revision to the requirements for the minor in Agricultural Communication, effective Summer B 2011. Dr Turner**
   These changes were approved as requested.

7. **Proposed revision to the requirements for the minor in Leadership, effective Summer B 2011. Dr Turner**
   These changes were approved as requested.

8. **Proposed revision to College of Education Minors, effective Summer B 2011. Dr Dana**
These changes were approved as requested.

9. **Proposed change to Classical Studies major, effective Summer B 2011. Dr Pharies**  
These changes were approved as requested.

10. **Proposed revision to the requirements for the Bachelor of Music in Music Composition, effective Summer B 2011. Dr Schaefer**  
These changes were approved as requested.

11. Items from Graduate School (information only).
- None

12. **Courses carried over from November Meeting**

   **New undergraduate courses**
   - **Fine Arts**
     - HUM2XXX – Introduction to the Arts in Healthcare – **Conditionally approved**
     - HUM2XXXL – Arts in Healthcare Clinical Practice 1 – **Recycled for clarification in course description, credit hours, grading scale**
     - HUM4XXXL – Arts in Healthcare Clinical Practice 2 - **Recycled for clarification in course description, credit hours, grading scale**
     - MUT4401 – Counterpoint 1 - **Conditionally approved**
     - MUT4402 – Counterpoint 2 – **Conditionally approved**
   - **Journalism**
     - JOU3101 – Reporting – **Approved (with one dissenting vote)**
       - i. Subsequent to the meeting, the college has withdrawn their request.
   - **Health and Human Performance**
     - SPM4154C – Administration of Sport and Physical Activity - **Approved**
     - SPM2000C – Introduction to Sport Management - **Approved**
   - **Business Administration**
     - ACG2071 – Introduction to Managerial Accounting – **Approved**
       - i. Subsequent to the meeting, it was determined that the Provost will review this request.
   - **Fine Arts**
     - ARH4905 – Individual Study - **Approved**
     - ARH4930 – Special Topics in Studio Practice - **Approved**

13. Carried over from December meeting

   **New undergraduate courses**
   - **Business Administration**
     - MAR4XXX – Retail Consulting - **Conditionally approved**
   - **Liberal Arts & Sciences**
     - IDS4XXX – Sustainability in Action - **Conditionally approved**
- CLA2XXX – Classical Antiquity and Sustainability - Conditionally approved
- GRW4930 – Studies in Greek Literature - Conditionally approved
- RUT2XXX – Russia Through Films - Conditionally approved

New professional courses

Dentistry
- DEN7559 – Periodontics for the General Practitioner 2 - Conditionally approved
- DEN7538C – Dental Photography - Conditionally approved
- DEN7566 – Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery 3 - Conditionally approved

New joint graduate/undergraduate level courses

Liberal Arts & Sciences
- PHI5405 – Philosophy of Science - Conditionally approved
- ARA4850 – Structure of Standard Arabic - Conditionally approved
- SPN3XXX – Spanish Service Learning - Approved
- BSC3XXX – Entering Research in Biology - Approved
  i. Subsequent to the meeting, it was determined that additional information will be submitted related to this request.
- BSC4XXX – Critical Thinking in the Life Sciences - Conditionally approved
- BSC4905 – Individual Mentored Research in Biology – Approved
  i. Subsequent to the meeting, it was determined that additional information will be submitted related to this request.
- PCB3XXX – Cellular and Systems Physiology - Conditionally approved
- EUS4213 – Turkey and the EU: History, Present and the Future - Conditionally approved
- BOT4XXX – Plant Geography - Conditionally approved
- VTN3500 – Vietnamese Culture - Conditionally approved

Engineering
- TTE4XXX – Highway Capacity Analysis - Conditionally approved
- CGN4XXX – Transportation-Water-Materials Design - Conditionally approved
- ABE4XXX – Fundamentals and Applications of Biosensors - Conditionally approved


Liberal Arts & Sciences
- ARA4850 – Structure of Standard Arabic - Conditionally approved
- SPN3XXX – Spanish Service Learning - Approved
- BSC3XXX – Entering Research in Biology - Approved
  i. Subsequent to the meeting, it was determined that additional information will be submitted related to this request.
- BSC4XXX – Critical Thinking in the Life Sciences - Conditionally approved
- BSC4905 – Individual Mentored Research in Biology – Approved
  i. Subsequent to the meeting, it was determined that additional information will be submitted related to this request.
- PCB3XXX – Cellular and Systems Physiology - Conditionally approved
- EUS4213 – Turkey and the EU: History, Present and the Future - Conditionally approved
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15. Notice of proposed changes to undergraduate courses.

Liberal Arts & Sciences
- RUW3100 – Reading the Russian Press - Conditionally approved

Engineering
- ENV4101 – Elements of Air Pollution - Conditionally approved

Fine Arts
- MUH3211 – Music History Survey I - Conditionally approved
• MUH3212 – Music History Survey II - Conditionally approved
• MUH3213 – Music History Survey III - Conditionally approved

16. Notice of proposed new professional courses.
• None

17. Notice of proposed changes to professional courses.
• none

18. Notice of proposed new joint graduate/undergraduate level courses.
   Agricultural & Life Sciences
• EVR5XXX - Natural Resources and Innovation Systems - Conditionally approved

19. Notice of proposed changes to joint graduate/undergraduate level courses.
   Business Administration
• GEB5146 – Family Business Management - Approved

20. Notice of proposed new graduate courses (information only).
• LAS6XXX – Development Theory and Practice in Latin America
• LIN6XXX – Introduction to Formal Pragmatics
• FIN6XXX – Capitalism & Regulation
• FIN6XXX – Capitalism
• URP6XXX - Natural Resources Planning and Management
• ARC6XXX – Structural Modeling
• URP6XXX – Transportation and Land Use Coordination
• HUM6930 – Special Topics in Fine Arts
• POS6XXX – Inter-American Relations
• SPN6XXX – Writing for the Profession
• GMS6471 – Fundamentals of Physiology and Functional Genomics I
• GMS6472 – Fundamentals of Physiology and Functional Genomics II
• GMS6473 – Fundamentals of Physiology and Functional Genomics III
• EEC7XXX – Theory and Research in Early Childhood Studies
• EDF7415 – Advanced Topics in Structural Equation Modeling
• EDG7XXX – Practitioner Research: Theory & Practice
• LAE6XXX – Immigrant Experiences in Children's and Adolescent Literature
• SUR6934 – Topics in Geomatics
• ANS 6XXX – Reproductive Physiology in Farm Animals
• ANS6XXX – Gastrointestinal Physiology in Farm Animals
• ANS6XXX – Growth Physiology in Farm Animals
• SUR6905 – Special Problems in Geomatics
• PHC6XXX – Global Public Health and Development I
• CPO6XXX – Comparative Elections and Party Systems
• URP6XXX – Land Use Visioning and Analysis
21. Notice of proposed changes to graduate courses (information only).

- URP6272 - Advanced Planning Information Systems
- ENY6821 - Insect Pathology
- IND6941 – Internship
- ANS6718 – Nutritional Physiology of Domestic Animals
- ANS6767 – Molecular Endocrinology
- ANS6704 – Mammalian Endocrinology
- LAS6940 – Tropical Conservation and Development Practicum
- DEN6672 – Materials in Orthodontics

22. Item from the floor

Accounting asked to revisit their request for a change to their degree program that was tabled at the December meeting. Dr McGill will meet with Dr Mair to discuss changes that need to be made relative to the inclusion of graduate courses in the undergraduate degree program. In the meantime, the school asked for consideration of their requested changes to substitute the courses that were newly approved at the December meeting for other courses in the degree program that are being eliminated. This change also supports the schools move away from modular courses at the undergraduate level. These requested changes were approved.

The meeting was adjourned at 2:47 p.m.